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INSPIRED BY PASSION 

CRAFTSMANSHIP GIVES LIFE  
TO WOOD MASTERPIECES

Arreda Durante was founded in 1969 inspired by the 
passion and the dedication of Luigi Durante, who started 
up this absolutely original business, basing on handcraft  
values and professional competence and drawing  
inspiration from what was around him, to create wood 
objects that can not be unnoticed. 

Thus the company immediately established itself in the 
territory through its products, standing out for high quality 
and unique concepts. 

Our aim is to develop handmade wood combinations 
of craftsmanship and tradition, design and technology.



WE KNOW HOW TO DO IT
HANDMADE EXPERTISE 

MEETS INNOVATIVE IMPULSE

For almost fifty years, we have well learned how to 
work with wood: our skilled hands shape what nature 
offers into unique products suiting the customer’s most 
exacting needs. 

Experience and passion have been handed down to 
Marco Durante, who has proceeded on his father’s way 
pursuing quality and design. The research on prestigious 
materials such as leather, glass, steel combined with 
wood leads Arreda Durante into realizing extraordinary 
and exclusive products, which are the result of authentic 
passion and modern design.



Details make the difference, especially in this business 
industry, where tradition and technology combine with 
each other to define exclusive projects suiting the custo-
mer’s most exacting needs. 

Our distinctive approach to modern design that em-
phasizes sustainable practices blends authentic materials 
and workmanship creating exclusive pieces of furniture to 
decorate extraordinary locations. Arreda Durante atten-
tion and distinctiveness are clear in its woodworks, such 
as those in some Venetian buildings in Venezia, Padova, 
Cortina and Asolo.

THE CONTINUOUS ATTENTION  
TO DETAILS

ITALIANS TAKE CARE OF EVERY  
SINGLE PARTICULAR



Venetian Woods originates from the cooperation 
between Arreda Durante and a young team promoting 
a new structural design concept; the result is variety of 
hand made furnishing accessories created on defined 
models or completely custom-built that confirms our inte-
rest in history and environment.

Venetian wood finds a new expression in our Brico-
la furniture. Bricole are old oak poles marking gondolas 
stops along Venice Canals that provide an extraordinary 
material, able to emphasise the beauty and strength of 
wood through a new form of expression.

VENETIAN WOODS
WE REUSE HISTORICAL MATERIALS 

TO CREATE UNIQUE OBJECTS



Tables





Leg typologies Available Woods

Available Finishes

Materials and finishes

Ponte Forcola

Irregular

Edge sizeAvailable sizeShapes Edge shape

Rectangular

Rectangular Natural

Sloped Rounded

European Cherry PearEuropean Walnut Oak

Hand planed Brushed Saw cut

1000 x 2000 (3’3 3/8” x 6’ 6 3/4”)
1000 x 2500 (3’3 3/8” x 8’ 2 3/4”)
1000 x 3000 (3’3 3/8” x 9’ 10 1/8”)

mm (inches)

Customization available, 
price by request
Any changes to be required.

Waxed steel Cor-ten “ruden” steel Brushed stainless steel

Number of wood components 
combined in one board to be 
determined according to availability.



Leg typologies
Ponte



Leg typologies
Forcola



Ancient and Reclaimed Woods Available Woods

BRICOLA
Valuable wood of old oak poles marked by time 

and tide of Venice canals and showing the 
passage of shipworms, salt and water.

ANCIENT WOOD
Reclaimed wood taken from the renovation 
of ancient Venetian villas or from historical 

buildings of other European countries.

A special series of limited-edition woods with different degrees of reclaiming.



Benches



Bench
Ponte

Edge sizeAvailable sizeShapes Edge shape

Rectangular Natural

Sloped Rounded

350 x 2000 (1’1 3/4” x 6’ 6 3/4”)
350 x 2500 (1’1 3/4” x 8’ 2 3/8”)
350 x 3000 (1’1 3/4” x 9’ 10 1/8”)

mm (inches)

Customization available, 
price by request
Any changes to be required.

Number of wood components 
combined in one board to be 
determined according to availability.

Irregular

Rectangular

Available Woods

Available Finishes

European Cherry PearEuropean Walnut Oak

Hand planed Brushed Saw cut

*  For Leg typologies see Table legs





Bench
Forcola



Madia #1
Madia #2

COMING  
SOON

News



Coffee Table Ponte       Coffee Table Forcola
Nightstand Coffee Table Forcola     Nightstand Forcola

Glass Insert Table #1
Glass Insert Table #2



Via Guido Bergamo, 92 - 31044 Montebelluna (TV) - Italy
+39 0423 23573 - info@arredadurante.com - www.arredadurante.it


